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My Goldman Sachs Career
1985 to 1991

• 1st Wall street job on Goldman Sachs Equity 
Trading Floor
– Exciting Atmosphere: interacting with Traders
– Horrible bosses: lead by fear and intimidation

• Dichotomy between the Harvard MBA “silver 
spoon fed” sophisticated traders and the 
operations personnel hired to support the traders

• Accepted to NYUʼs MBA program at Stern School 
of Business
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Wall Street Ethics?

• Most people engage in a Wall Street Career 
with one objective: Accumulate Wealth!

• Greed can lead to lack of ethics.
• Insider Trading Scandals: Bob Freeman



Learning the Skills of a Trader

• Gambling
– Poker Games
– NCAA Basketball Futures (March Madness)

• Became largest Market Maker at Goldman Sachs
• Expanded futures market making to other sports
• Wall St. Journal “Heard on the Street”

• NYU Finance Classes: Finishing my MBA
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March Madness: Goldman Sachs traders would trade NCAA college basketball team futures. $640 per payout broken down as follows: $350 for winner, $150 for runner up and $70 for each final 4 team who loses.1st year I traded a little bit with them to learn the system understand the odds, etc. spent many hours studying the odds and would figure out profitable strategies,buying undervalued teams, shorting over-valued teams and also creating arbitrage strategies loved it and knew then that I really wanted to become an equity trader at Goldman Sachs! I really thought that if I could impress the traders by beating them at their own game and they could see my talent that they would give me a chance to become trader.  I took their trading game to another level. I partnered up with a technology expert to help me automate the odds and keep my positions and trades on spreadsheet so I could see not only my P&L but my trading risk and my credit risk. I also made my own markets and traded heavily. In fact I became the biggest market maker in the sports futures markets at Goldman Sachs,expanding it to NFL, pro basketball and baseball.I made large profits and learned more about trading then in all my MBA courses combined! IE. Long Michigan, Short NC bet on NC: riskless arb. If one trader had his bid higher than someone else's offer I would sell to the higher bid and buy from the lower offer. In the meantime I received a promotion to manage the foreign exchange operations group where I would have 30 employees working for me.Heard on the Street Article in the Wall St. Journal: Talked about traders throughout Wall street spending more time and trading more NCAA basketball futures contracts than their own real stocks! I tried to do most of my trading off hours or during lunch time, but I would  � occasionally get a call during work hours and one disgruntled employee overheard one of my NCAA basketball calls a day after the article came out and told my boss and they found the tape of it.I was called into Rick Adam's who was the partner in charge of all operations.When I sat down, they showed me the Wall street journal article without saying anything.



Attempt to Land a Trading Position at 
Goldman Sachs

• Desire to Stay at Goldman Sachs 
– Transfer from Operations into Trading 

• Great Interviews with Traders?
– Spoke openly about how I outsmarted their own 

traders at their own games: eg: Poker, Basketball 
Futures

– Kept getting more interviews with heads of 
Trading desks: 

– After over 20 interviews: Still no offer?
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Getting Hired by Madoff Securities

• Interviewed by Andy and Mark Madoff
– “Do I like to Gamble?”

• Interviewed by Peter Madoff
• Accept better offer to be a foreign exchange 

trader at WTC
• Twist of Fate: Forced to accept a job at Madoff
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My Madoff Years 1991-2000

• Learning from Andy and battling Mark
– The Edge of a market maker
– Most advanced technology

• Fast rise to get my own trading account
• Madoff’s Strong Ethics: Always ensured 

customers were getting best price
• Loyal to Employees
• Nepotism
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Mark Madoff very volatile. Screaming one minute, buying me lunch a little later. My career at Madoff was a fast success story: I started out working for Andy Madoff, did a fantastic job for him. he was able to increasingly give me more responsibility and I made a lot of money for him trading his account.They was my talent and quickly gave me my own trading account where I initially took stock that other traders did not want because they could not make money in them and I made them profitable. I kept adding stocks to my list and increased my profitability. Eventually I had the most profitable account and 2 assistants working for me.Madoff Ethics: The Madoffs all seemed to be highly ethical. Sometimes there is conflict of interest between a trader trying to increase his profitability versus giving the customer the best execution he is entitled to. I know as a young trader (as well as many other traders at the firm) pushed into the grey area trying to get the best of a customer to make more money. IE buying ahead of a customers limit order. The Madoffs were very protective of the customer getting the best execution and would ensure that the customer was protected by continually updating software to ensure customers orders would get the best execution possible even at the expense of a traders profits.



Trading Floor Hierarchy

Bernie
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Mark

Traders

Assistant Traders

Andy



Getting to know Bernie Madoff

• Secret Santa: Bernie Madoff
– Getting his favorite Cigars

• I was a great source of entertainment
– The phone flip
– Rollerblading into the office
– Walking on my hands and standing on my head

• Bernie was revered: respected and well liked 
by everyone. He seemed like a wonderful guy



Reasons for my trust in Bernie

• Impeccable Background
– Chairman and Co-founder of Nasdaq
– Large and Respected Philanthropist
– Member of numerous boards and committees
– Founder of Madoff Investment Securities LLC

• One of the most successful broker-dealers on Wall 
Street

• Responsible for almost 10% of daily trading of NYSE
– Fantastic References 

• Former Professors recommended him
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Investing in Madoff

• I heard good things about his investments 
• He was doing me a favor by letting me invest
• “Don’t expect to make big returns but it will 

be safe and you will never lose much”
• Fringe Benefit for being a profitable trader?
• After Trading Stocks all day for a living, I did 

not want to spend my free time worrying 
about my own investments



The Secret 17th Floor

• Madoff’s helpers
– Frank DePascali: Madoff’s key lieutenant

• Arrogant option genius? Or street smart actor? 
– Hired family members who were not very bright and 

could be trusted.
• Watch the money?

– DePascali and assistants moved cash as needed
– JP Morgan Chase (Ponzi Scheme Bank Account)
– Bank of NY Whole firm)



Madoff’s Investment Group 

Bernie

Dan Bonventre: 
operations 
manager

Irwin Lipkin

Frank 
DePascuali

Additional Reps to 
handle regular customer 

accounts

Programmers: 
O’Hara & Perez

Annette 
Bonjiorno

Big 4 Clients: Piccower, Levy, Shapiro & 
Chase

Bernie’s Right–Hand Man

Bernie’s 1st

employee



SEC: Incompetence

• Looking for Front-Running
– Did not suspect a Ponzi Scheme

• Junior examiners
– Charmed by Bernie
– Happy to be spending time with Bernie

• 2005: Bernie thought he was done and even 
gave them his DTC account number, but the 
examiners never asked the DTC how much 
securities Bernie had!



Leaving Madoff and the Industry
2000-2008

• Getting burned out:
– More time with family

• Financial Goals Met
• Move to Virginia
• Easy Life as a Fitness Instructor
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The Shock!

16

• Bernard Madoff is arrested on one count of securities 
fraud for allegedly operating a multi billion dollar 
Ponzi scheme on December 11, 2008, one day after he 
confesses to his sons.

• Investors seek answers to questions that will impact 
the rest of their lives
– Is there anything left in our accounts?
– Will SIPC be there to provide immediate funds?
– Are any assets left at Madoff’s firm, if so, how long 

to accumulate assets, and who gets compensated?
– What action will the government take assist 

investors?



The Shock!

• http://www.cnbc.com/id/15840232?video=96
8968964

• Hindsight Lessons?
– Is Manager Trustworthy?
– Always carefully review all statements
– Ask questions on anything you don’t understand
– Ensure diversification
Irony: I trusted Bernie, but was worried what would 
happen to fund when he retired.

http://www.cnbc.com/id/15840232?video=968968964


The Triple Tsunami



Financial Tsunami x 3

• Tsunami 1
– Madoff investors, many in their 80s and 90s wake up on 11 

December 2008 to find themselves victims of a crime  - and 
many are left destitute.  

• Tsunami 2
– Madoff investors find themselves victimized by the very 

laws they thought were there to protect them – the failure 
of SIPC to honor its statutory obligation to replace the 
securities in their accounts up to $500,000

• Tsunami 3
– Madoff investors are sued under “clawback” statutes

• Trustee does not take into consideration cash outflows used to pay 
taxes.



SIPC is trying to change the statutory definition of covered claims and is trying to turn a 
victim’s asset (SIPC protection) into a liability (“clawback”), thus shifting the responsibility 
from Wall Street to the investor.

THE NUMBERS:

• Hypothetical investor invested $1million in 1988 (20-years ago) and made and withdrew a return of 10% or $100,000 per 
year.

• Of the $100,000 per year, 50% was used to pay income taxes and 50% for living expenses.
• Fraud discovered in 2008 and the  final account balance was $1million.
• $1million = total taxes paid
• $2million = total withdrawals

HISTORICAL PRECEDENT IN ALL PRIOR SIPC CASES (prior to Madoff):
• Investor has positive “Net Equity” of $1million.  ($1m final account balance)
• Investor would receive maximum SIPC protection of $500,000.

SIPC’S NEW MATH:
• Investor has negative “Net Equity” of $1million. ($1 million deposits - $2 million withdrawals)
• Investor owes SIPC $600,000 of “claw back”.
• Note: State laws limit recoupments to anywhere from 2 – 6 years.

SIPC INVOKES “CLAWBACK”
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My Clawback
• Net Winner? 

– Trustee considers me a net winner based on net amount withdrawn
• Most of withdrawals went to pay  taxes on  ST gains
• Federal Government and the Trustee are the real winners!

• Net Loser? Quadruple Loser!
1. Lost most of net worth as shown on my last Madoff statement
2. Denied SIPC insurance coverage of $500,000
3. Blacklisted in Financial Industry. 
4. Subject to Clawback Suit

• Legal fees
• Uncertainty: 5 years and counting!
• Stress (nightmares)
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Madoff Investors

22www.madoffmap.com

There is virtually not a region in America that has not been 
affected by the scandal.



How did SIPC come to be?

• Congress enacted SIPA (Securities Investor 
Protection Act of 1970) to instill confidence in 
the capital markets and help Wall Street 
defray costs of certificated stocks.

• The SIPA created the Securities Investor 
Protection Corporation (SIPC)
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SIPC – the Reality

• To build confidence in the capital markets and to  
allow smaller investors to realize their “legitimate 
expectations” 
– Create an insurance program
– Have payments made promptly to investors
– To have investors paid from a fund separate from 

customer property
– “similar, in many respects, to…the Federal Deposit 

Insurance Corporation and the Federal Savings and Loan 
Insurance Corporation.”
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Intent

• The SIPC was intended as an additional layer 
of protection for investors, should the 
regulatory organizations, i.e., SEC and FINRA, 
fail to detect fraud.

• SEC has oversight of SIPC, but pretty much 
takes a hands off policy.  
– Harry Markopolis
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i.e., SEC and FINRA fail to detect fraud. HOWEVER, they have directed SIPC to pay out to victims of the Stanford fraud. Arguments are now being heard in Federal District Court.Harry Markopolis, Article in Investor Daily



SIPA - 1970

• “This legislation establishes the 
Securities Investor Protection 
Corporation (SIPC), a private 
nonprofit corporation, which will 
insure the securities and cash left 
with brokerage firms by investors 
against loss from financial 
difficulties or failure of such firms.” 



SIPC’s Mission

• “In order to restore pubic 
confidence in the markets, 
Congress pass the Securities 
Protection Corporation.”

• “legislation, the most important 
in years, established the 
Securities Investor Protection 
Corporation to provide insurance 
for customer accounts.”

• “Customers are now insured.”

37th SEC Annual Report : 1971
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Legislative Intent

• The legislative history of SIPA makes clear that 
Congress’ intent was to protect a customer’s 
“legitimate expectations.” 

o NOTE: THE CONTROLLING FACTOR IS THE LEGITIMATE 
EXPECTATION OF THE CUSTOMER …NOT WHETHER 
THE BROKER IS A CROOK!

o New Times court case – another long running Ponzi 
scheme,  SIPC President Stephen Harbeck confirmed 
that even though the securities had never been 
purchased (as in Madoff) SIPC would replace the 
securities!
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Public SIPC Pronouncement

Stephen Harbeck, President 
that SIPC was indeed investor protection (except 

for market risk) and agreed it performed an 
insurance like function. 
 Source: House Financial Services Committee Hearing 01/05/2009)

Josephine Wang, General Counsel
“ … if clients were presented statements and had 

reason to believe that the securities were in fact 
owned, the SIPC will be required to buy these 
securities in the open market … to make the 
customer whole up to $500K..

• Source: December 16, 2008 Insiders’ Blog  
www.streetinsider.com



SIPC

• There is more than ample evidence to prove 
that the SIPA was always intended to 
“provide insurance.”

• House and Senate reports, Congressional Record, 
House and Senate Reports

• SIPC’s Series 500 Rules, 17 C.F.R. 300.500 
(enacted pursuant to SIPA) supports 
“legitimate expectations”  as the amount 
noted in and written confirmations and 
account statements. 



SIPC – the Reality

• Legal Precedent
– For decades and until now in numerous Ponzi scheme 

cases, including a case that went to the Second Circuit, In 
re New Times Securities Services, Inc., 371 F. 3d 68, 72 (2d 
Cir. 2004), SIPC has recognized that customers’ 
“legitimate expectations” are derived from statements 
and trade confirmations received from the fraudster and 
has paid based on the victims’ last statement



Bankruptcy Trustee

• SIPC appoints – and pays the salary for – the 
SIPC bankruptcy trustee

• This is Irving Picard’s 7th SIPC Bankruptcy.  To 
date, his firm, Baker and Hostetler, has billed 
SIPC over $820 million (while expenses go 
unchecked) 

• He has pretty much ignored 38 years of 
precedence
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SIPC – the Reality
• SIPC spends more money fighting 

claims than paying claims
– Investor Beware: Many 

Holes Weaken Safety Net for 
Victims of Failed Brokerages, 
Gretchen Morgenson, NY 
Times September 25, 2000

• SIPC was woefully underfunded
– Members were charged 

statutory minimum of $150 
per year for 18 years

– SIPC was repeatedly warned 
by Congress and the General 
Accounting Office that it 
would be unable to manage 
a “catastrophic SIPC failure.”

(1992, 2000, 2003)



What Else Does SIPA Say About Net Equity?

• SIPA specifically prohibits SIPC from changing 
the definition of “net equity,” and affirmed by 
the US Appellate Court - Second Circuit.

• Net Equity 
• Picard asserts he has a right to recognize 

investor claims only for the amount of the net 
investment.
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Effect of Changed Definition 

• Media campaign to demonize and create 
dissension between and amongst the various 
victim classes:
– Net Winners v. Net Losers
– Direct Investors v. Indirect Investors
– Older Investors v. Newer Investors

• But most importantly – Bottom Line:
– FEWER CLAIMS TO BE PAID 
– AND SIPC SAVES WALL STREET ABOUT $1.5 BILLION IN SIPC 

INSURANCE



12/11/2008



Clawbacks

• The final degradation – investors have 
already lost everything and there is no 
insurance.

• Note that many elderly were required by law 
to take federally mandated withdrawals from 
the IRAs and other investment vehicles!

• Already low on funds, victims must pay 
lawyers to work their way through the 
process.



NIAP Bullets on Clawbacks

• Most of the so-called “net winners” were 
regular people who built honest lives and 
businesses and were using Madoff funds for 
everyday living expenses.

• “Net winners” tended to be in the fund longer 
and thus are older folks with almost no ability 
to pay the Trustee back.

• Many are Net winners because of paying Taxes



Taxes

• Madoff investors paid taxes on the so-called “fake profits” 
for, in some cases, decades at the higher short-term capital 
gains rate.

• Again, because many of the accounts were self directed 
IRAs many were forced to make federally mandated 
withdrawal.

• On 17 March 2009, IRS Commissioner Shulman issued 20-
009 that provides a five-year theft loss carryback, yet the 
Trustee sued for 6 years (depending on the State of 
Residence at the time of the fraud)

• 40 cents of every dollar that SIPC refuses to pay is borne by 
the US taxpayer since tax refunds will be paid vs. SIPC 
payments.



What do Madoff (and Stanford) 
Investors Want?

• Madoff investors are NOT demanding to be 
made whole

• Madoff investors are NOT asking for a bailout.
• Madoff investors are NOT asking for one tax 

dollar.
• Madoff investors are asking, quite simply, to 

require SIPC to follow the law as it is written.  



VICTIMS ORGANIZATIONS
LEGISLATIVE INITIATIVES
www.investoraction.org

Attempts to Right the Wrong

http://www.investoraction.org/
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SIPC ignored all the 
warnings

+
They were underfunded

+
They knew it
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SIPC is now trying to 
change the rules and is 

ignoring its Congressional 
mission
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Rather than assessing its 4,539 members to pay their 
obligation, 

SIPC, a member-owned not-for-profit group, 
continues to  victimize the innocent investors it is 

mandated to protect. 

SIPC and  PR firm, The Hastings Group, have 
branded victims as “net winners” in order to justify 

“claw backs.”

This is unprecedented in a SIPA proceeding.
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If the Madoff Fraud were not so large 
and SIPC were properly funded, SIPC 

would have paid the victims as Congress 
intended, as they did in the NEW 
TIMES case and other SIPC cases 

BEFORE.



NIAP Bullets on Clawbacks
• Clawing back innocent investors is unfair and there is no 

basis for it. The Trustee sued several wealthy and 
institutional Madoff investors, asserting that they were 
complicit in the fraud. But that standard does not apply to 
the planned clawbacks of those the Trustee has determined 
pulled more money out of Madoff than they put in.

• There is no clawback policy and therefore no consistency. 
Not all so-called “net winners” (and we would include the 
reminder that no honest Madoff investors were winners) 
are being clawed back--only about half, according to the 
Trustee. The lack of any clarity on who is being clawed back 
and why makes it an alarmingly unjust, inequitable, and 
unfair process.
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NIAP Bullets on Clawbacks
• The Trustee is acting as if this is a standard bankruptcy, 

rather than a SIPC-protected brokerage bankruptcy. 
Under no circumstances should SIPC claims be paid out 
only based on what assets get recovered and clawed 
back—those claims should be paid regardless of what 
assets are recovered.

• Those investors who get unfairly sued will be the 
victims of a triple-whammy: their investments and 
savings were wiped out in the fraud; they are not 
eligible for the SIPC claims they thought they would be; 
and they will likely have to pay money back to the 
Trustee. Those who managed to get by after the first 
two blows will be crippled by the third.
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